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Daily Jobs 

 Spellings: Revising words beginning in il, un, mis, dis and un. 

 

 

 

  

 

This week we will be revising and learning the spelling rule for adding different prefixes to root words 

to change the meaning. A tip with the prefix “il” is to keep two l’s at the start of the word if it begins 

with an l – for example il-legal = illegal. Please complete the activity listed below. A new activity will be 

listed each day.  

 Word changers: Change each word into a noun by adding -sion. Some have been done for you 

  

 
 Reading! Please use this time to read as much as possible! A minimum of 20 minutes a day.  

English 

This week in English, we are looking at poetry. Over the course of the week we will be investigating rap poems 

and what makes a good rap poem before finally writing our own rap! Today, you will be analysing and comparing 

two poems thinking about the different poetry techniques Miss Derbyshire explained in the video yesterday. 

You may want to revisit this video today to remind you of some different poetry techniques.  

Answer the questions about the two poems in the chart on page 3 of this document 

 

You may want to use a highlighter or the word highlighter tool to highlight any important rhyming patterns or 

differences that each poem has. You could use different colours to create a key to show the different 

features you have noticed.  

disagree, disappear, disobey, dislike, disqualify, illegal, illegible, illiterate, 

illogical, impatient, impolite, incorrect, incomplete, unclear, unkind. 
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Poem 1:  

Goldilocks on CCTV 

There she was on the news, 

Miss Goody Two Shoes 

caught on CCTV. 

Don't look so shocked. 

Of course you know who – who else but Goldilocks! 

Broke into a house 

of suburban grisslies, 

a nuclear family 

from the sound of it. 

Daddy Bear Mummy Bear 

and whiz kid Baby Bear. 

There she was, tucking in 

to a bowl of their muesli. 

Every move on CCTV. 

How she vandalised a chair 

in the nursery 

then tried out their jacuzzi 

not to mention the towels 

marked His and Hers. 

And everywhere a trail 

of golden curls mixed with fur. 

A forensic goldmine. 

It appears the police found her 

in perfect slumber 

at the scene of the crime – which wasn't very clever. 

But the Bears decided to drop 

charges for the sake of 

happy-ever-after. 

And so fairy-tale justice 

was seen to be vindicated 

and Goldie's parents were sedated. 

From Goldilocks on CCTV.  

-John Agard  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 King of the dinosaurs Goldilocks on CCTV 

What is the poem 

about? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How is the poem 

structured? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the genre 

used in this poem? 

 

 

 

 

Comment on poetry 

techniques used 

E.g. alliteration, 
rhyming, 

onomatopoeias, 

similes)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poem 2: 

King of the dinosaurs 

I’m the king of the dinosaurs, number one reptile, 

tyrannosaurus rex can’t touch my style. 

I’m dressed to kill, got the sharpest suit, 

when I rip you apart, my friend, you won’t find it cute. 

Don’t laugh at me cos I’m mean, 

the ugliest lizard you ever seen. 

No point trying to run away,  

I’ll only eat you another day. 

I got teeth cut like a razor, so do yourself a favour, 

unless you want to be my breakfast, lunch, or tea, 

make sure you stay well away from me. 

Don’t talk to me about no ice age, 

you wouldn’t like me in a rage. 

Extinction’s just a rumour, 

and I ain’t in the humour, 

for hearing that the party’s done,  

my fun’s only just begun. 

 

- Aoife Mannix 

 

 



Maths 

Today we are going to be continuing with column subtraction where exchange is needed in 

more than one column. We would like you to join Mrs Crane again on the following Oak 

Academy lesson and complete the questions set as you go through the programme. One of 

the tasks you will be set is the independent task shown below. Please complete this task on 

your own then watch the remainder of the video where each calculation is explained and you 

can see if you got it right.  When you have completed the lesson please upload your 

completed independent task to teams. There is also a quiz at the beginning and end of the 

lesson for you to complete and then review your answers.  

Terminology warning! On this video the teacher uses the term ‘regrouping’ where I used the 

term ‘exchanging’. Both these terms mean changing one amount for an equivalent amount e.g. 

changing 1 hundred for 10 tens.  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-using-the-column-method-when-multiple-columns-

require-regrouping-6xh34c 
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History 

This term our history topic is the Anglo Saxons. Please visit BBC bite-size to read about who they 

were and how they lived. There is also a short video to watch and a village to explore. Once you’re 

familiar with all the information please answer the questions below in full sentences. We have copied 

the bite-size information here for anyone unable to get online. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxsbcdm/articles/zq2m6sg 

 

Who were the Anglo Saxons? 

The last Roman soldiers left Britain in 410. New people came in ships across the North Sea – the 

Anglo-Saxons. The Anglo-Saxon age in Britain was from around AD410 to 1066. 

They were a mix of tribes from Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands. The three biggest were 

the Angles, the Saxons and the Jutes. The land they settled in was 'Angle-land', or England. 

If we use the modern names for the countries they came from, the Saxons were German-Dutch, the 

Angles were southern Danish, and the Jutes were northern Danish. 

 

 

 

Farmers used oxen to plough their fields. 

They planted crops like wheat, oats and barley and also raised animals like pigs and sheep for 

food. 

Cows and oxen were very valuable in Anglo-Saxon times and cow-stealing was a common crime. 

There are records of people tracking down stolen cows, like detectives! 

 

Anglo-Saxon girls did lots of jobs around the home and farm. 

They looked after animals, helped with cooking and cleaning and would fetch water from a nearby 

stream. 

 

Anglo-Saxon boys were kept busy helping their families and working around the farm. 

They looked after animals and would collect firewood from nearby forests. 

When they had free time, they played with carved wooden toys like swords, spinning tops and 

ships. They also had board games with counters and dice. 

 

Most Anglo-Saxon food was boiled in a cauldron over a fire. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxsbcdm/articles/zq2m6sg


The meat and vegetables like carrots, leeks, cabbages and peas would all be cooked together in a 

single pot. If there had been a bad harvest an Anglo-Saxon stew might also include twigs and 

stinging nettles! 

 

Anglo-Saxon women spun wool from sheep and goats to make thread. 

They would use a loom to weave the thread into cloth. Anglo-Saxons wore clothes made from 

woollen cloth or animal skins. 

 

Anglo-Saxon men were good hunters. Some used trained hawks to catch ducks, pigeons and 

other wild birds. 

They also used dogs to track deer and wild boar. They had to keep an eye out for wolves, which 

still lived in Britain at the time. 

 

Anglo-Saxon houses were built of wood and had thatched roofs made of straw. 

A family home only had one room, with a fire for cooking, heating and light. A metal cooking pot 

hung from a chain above the fire. 

It took about 18 trees to provide enough wood to build a Saxon house. 

 

 

 

Growing up in an Anglo-Saxon village 

 

Anglo-Saxon children had to grow up very quickly. By the time they were ten, they were seen as an 

adult. They had to work as hard as any adult and would be punished as adults if they stole or broke 

the law. 

Girls worked in the home. They were in charge of housekeeping, weaving cloth, cooking meals, making 

cheese and brewing ale. 

Boys learned the skills of their fathers. They learned to chop down trees with an axe, plough a field, 

and use a spear in battle. They also fished and went hunting with other men from the village. 

Only a few girls and boys learned to read and write. The sons of kings or wealthy families might be 

taught at home by a private teacher. The only schools were run by the Christian church, in 

monasteries. Some children lived there to train as monks and nuns. 

 

1. When was the Anglo Saxon age?  

2. What ancient civilisation came before the Anglo Saxon period? 

3. Name some of the countries that Anglo Saxons tribes came from. 

4. How did Anglo Saxon people cook their food? 



5. Briefly describe what an Anglo Saxon village may have looked like. 

6. What did Anglo Saxon people train hawks to do? 

7. Give your opinion as to why most children were not taught to read or write. 


